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Investigating exotic magnetic materials with spintronic techniques is effective at advancing mag-
netism as well as spintronics. In this work, we report unusual field-induced suppression of the
spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) in a quasi one-dimensional frustrated spin- 1
2
magnet LiCuVO4, known
to exhibit spin-nematic correlation in a wide range of external magnetic field B. The suppression
takes place above |B| & 2 T in spite of the B-linear isothermal magnetization curves in the same B
range. The result can be attributed to the growth of the spin-nematic correlation while increasing
B. The correlation stabilizes magnon pairs carrying spin-2, thereby suppressing the interfacial spin
injection of SSE by preventing the spin-1 exchange between single magnons and conduction electrons
at the interface. This interpretation is supported by integrating thermodynamic measurements and
theoretical analysis on the SSE.
Introduction− Spin-Seebeck effects (SSE) [1–19] refer
to the generation of a spin current owing to a temper-
ature gradient in a magnetic material. It takes place
in a magnetic insulator with a metallic contact. When
nonequilibrium magnons are accumulated at the interface
due to a temperature gradient, the annihilation of such
a single magnon is followed by the flip of a conduction-
electron spin via the interfacial exchange interaction. As
a result, the exchange of spin-1 takes place dominantly,
enabling conversion from a magnon spin current into a
conduction-electron one [3]. The latter spin current can
be detected as a transverse electric field via the inverse
spin-Hall effect [20–23] in the metallic contact. SSEs have
been found to take place even in paramagnetlike insula-
tors with spin correlations [16–18]. These findings point
to the use of SSE as a probe for spin correlations with-
out the magnetic orders, for example, in quantum spin
systems [24–27].
The magnetic quadpolar correlation, also known as the
spin-nematic correlation [28–30], is the simplest exam-
ple of magnetic multipolar correlations. It represents
the correlation between magnon pairs, rather than single
magnons. To stress this point, the spin-nematic corre-
lation will be called the magnon-pair correlation here-
after. A typical magnon-pair correlation appears in a
one-dimensional (1D) frustrated spin- 12 chain with the
ferromagnetic nearest neighboring exchange interaction
J1 < 0 and the antiferromagnetic next nearest neighbor-
ing one J2 > 0. The Hamiltonian of this 1D J1-J2 model
reads
H =
∑
j
(
J1Sj · Sj+1 + J2Sj · Sj+2 − gµBBSzj
)
. (1)
Here Sj is the spin-
1
2 operator on the jth site, and the site
number j increases along the spin-chain direction. The
last term represents the Zeeman interaction with the ex-
ternal magnetic field B along the z-axis with g and µB
being respectively the g-factor and the Bohr magneton.
The low-energy physical properties of Eq. (1) and its
variants have been elucidated [31–36] using powerful the-
oretical techniques in the last decade. The ground-state
diagram with |J1/J2| = O(1) [32, 33] is schematically
shown in Fig. 1(a) as a function of B. In the lower B
range, a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) [27] with a
vector spin chirality [37–41] appears. As B is increased,
the magnon-pair correlation grows to give rise to a spin-
nematic TLL [31–36] in a wide B range. In this state,
single magnons acquire an energy gap equivalent to the
binding energy of magnon pairs while magnon pairs are
gapless. Accordingly, a change in spin angular momen-
tum is quantized in units of 2~, not ~, in low energy.
In this study, we have investigated the SSE in an in-
sulating quantum magnet LiCuVO4 [42–45]. LiCuVO4
is an established model material for a strong magnon-
pair correlation, representing a family of quasi-1D J1-J2
magnets [48–56]. Since the spin quantum number car-
ried by quasiparticles is increased effectively by magnon-
pair formation, the SSE seems to be enhanced while in-
creasing B. Contrary to this na¨ıve expectation, the SSE
in LiCuVO4 has been observed to exhibit a strong B-
induced suppression alongside the B-linear magnetiza-
tion curves above the magnetic ordering temperatures.
Such a B response of the SSE is different from those of
magnetically ordered states [1, 12–14] and a 1D quantum
spin liquid [16]. We interpret the result as the evidence
for B-induced crossover from the single-magnon correla-
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2tion to the magnon-pair one, and its resulting preven-
tion of the interfacial exchange of spin-1 in the SSE. Ob-
serving the magnon-pair correlation is generally difficult.
Our study shows that SSE serves as a powerful probe for
dynamical and transport natures of such spin-nematic
states in quantum magnets.
Spin-nematic nature of LiCuVO4− LiCuVO4 is a typ-
ical Mott insulator for which experimental evidences for
the magnon-pair correlation have been established. A
spin chain embedded in LiCuVO4 is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Each Cu2+ ion carries spin- 12 and they form a 1D chain
along the b-axis by sharing O2− ions. If the weak inter-
chain interaction J ′ is ignored, LiCuVO4 can be well
described by Eq. (1). The magnitudes of J1 and J2
were estimated experimentally, for example, from neu-
tron scattering spectra [42, 44, 46, 47]: J2 = 40 ∼ 70 K
and |J1/J2| = O(1). Because of the weak J ′ in LiCuVO4,
magnetically ordered phases appear at low temperatures;
however, each phase nicely reflects the phase diagram of
the purely 1D model [see also Fig. 1(a)]. J ′ was esti-
mated experimentally to be a few Kelvin [42, 44], con-
sistent with the magnetic ordering temperatures (Tc) of
about 3 K [42–45]. In a low-B range below Tc, a spin spi-
ral order appears [39, 43, 45], reflecting the TLL with a
vector spin chirality [39–41]. As B is increased to about 7
T, a spin-density-wave (SDW) order appears as shown in
Fig. 1(c), and it continues up to about 50 T (∼ J2). Im-
mediately below the saturation magnetization, a three-
dimensional (3D) spin-nematic order may occur [36, 57–
59], whose possible existence attracts attention. Impor-
tantly, the magnon-pair (spin-nematic) correlation evi-
dently persists above Tc, and exhibits a quasi long-range
order over a wide B range together with the SDW cor-
relation. In Refs. 34 and 35, a theoretical proposal was
made for detecting signs of the spin-nematic TLL by nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) and neutron scatter-
ing techniques, followed by experimental observations of
those signs [60–63].
Experimental details− Single crystals of LiCuVO4
were grown by a travelling-solvent floating-zone method,
which was exactly the same as reported one of the present
authors [62]. The grown single crystals were cut into
cuboids that were typically 5 mm along the a-axis and
1 mm along the b, c-axes for SSE measurements. Tem-
perature (T ) and magnetic field (B) dependences of the
magnetization were found to be consistent with a B−T
phase diagram reported elsewhere [45], as shown in Fig.
1(c). The experimental details and the magnetic proper-
ties are described in Supplemental Material [64].
We used a LiCuVO4/Pt junction system as shown in
Fig. 1(d) to investigate the SSE. A temperature gradient
∇T was applied along the spin chains with a heater. We
created the temperature difference ∆T between the top of
the Pt film and the rear of the LiCuVO4. Au wires were
attached to the ends of the Pt film to obtain the DC volt-
age V , for which we excluded a background voltage signal
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FIG. 1: (a) Theoretical ground-state phase diagrams of a
purely 1D frustrated J1-J2 spin-
1
2
chain [32, 33] (top) and
a quasi-1D one with an interchain exchange interaction [36]
(bottom). B denotes external magnetic field. (b) Spin chain
in LiCuVO4 composed of Cu
2+ and O2− ions. (c) Magnetic
field (B) − temperature (T ) phase diagram of LiCuVO4, ob-
tained while applying B in the c-axis. Triangular data points
were taken in this study: the sky-blue ones from the T de-
pendence of the magnetization M ; the orange ones from the
B dependence of M . The circular data points were adapted
from Ref. 45. (d) Experimental set-up for detecting the spin-
Seebeck effect in a LiCuVO4/Pt system. J1 and J2 respec-
tively denote the nearest and next nearest neighboring ex-
change interactions in the spin chain of LiCuVO4; ∇T a tem-
perature gradient along the spin chain; t and l respectively
the thickness and the length of the LiCuVO4.
taken with the heater off. The magnetic field B was ap-
plied along the c-axis, being perpendicular both to ∇T
and the direction across the electrodes; thus, the c-axis
corresponds to the z-axis in Eq. (1) while the a- and b-
axes to the x- and y-axes, respectively. To quantitatively
compare the voltage signals, we show the transverse ther-
mopower S = je/|∇T | ≈ (V/∆Tρ)(t/l). Here je is the
current density in the Pt film due to thermoelectric ef-
fects, ρ is the electrical resistivity of the Pt film, and t
and l are respectively the thickness and the length of the
LiCuVO4. Additionally, we defined the average temper-
ature Tave as Tave = (TH + TL)/2 in which TH = T + ∆T
and TL = T are respectively the temperatures of the top
of the Pt film and the rear of the LiCuVO4. The ex-
perimental details of SSE measurements are described in
Supplemental Material [64].
Experimental results for SSE− In Figs. 2(a) and (b),
we show theB dependence of the transverse thermopower
S at several Tave. A small S was detected at 51 K, and
found to be B-linear. This can be explained by the nor-
mal Nernst effect of Pt [7, 16]. However, as Tave is de-
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FIG. 2: (a), (b) B dependence of the transverse thermopower
S at several T . (c) Comparison between B dependences of S
and M at T = 4 K.
creased down to 11 K, a clear signal appears. Its sign
reverses when the magnetization is reversed, which is a
typical feature of SSE. Interestingly, S starts deviating
from a B-linear line, and decreases while increasing B.
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the deviation enhances with a fur-
ther decrease of Tave down to 2 K, the lowest temperature
in this study.
To look into this B-dependence of S in more detail,
we compare the B dependences of S and the magnetiza-
tion M at T = 4 K in Fig. 2(c). Remarkably, in spite
of the B-linear change in M , S gets suppressed strongly
while increasing B, and even exhibits a negative slope at
|B| & 5 T. We stress that the suppression of S cannot
be attributed to magnetic phase transitions since it takes
place even above Tc [see also Fig. 1(c)]. Additionally, the
Zeeman energy gap in spin excitations is unlikely to ex-
plain the B-induced suppression of S although seemingly
similar results were reported for ferrimagnets and param-
agnets [8, 9, 18]. Generally the Zeeman energy gap starts
suppressing thermal magnetic excitations as the magneti-
zation approaches saturation at low temperatures. Since
M of LiCuVO4 is B-linear alongside ∼ 0.1 µB/Cu2+ even
at B = 9 T, the smooth M−B curve indicates the exis-
tence of a gapless magnetic excitation [65–67].
The unusual suppression of S invokes the magnon-pair
correlation, which yields magnon pairs with a binding
energy Ebind. Ebind has been predicted to already ex-
ist near zero magnetic field [36]. Figure 3(a) shows the
calculated B dependence of Ebind for a purely 1D case
with |J1/J2| = 1 [36]. Ebind increases linearly with B
alongside the B-linear magnetization when B is much
lower than the saturation field [see also the inset to Fig.
3(a)]. Within this framework, the B-induced Ebind sta-
bilizes magnon pairs while inhibiting thermal excitation
of single magnons. Because spin injection of SSE at
the interface stems mainly from the exchange of spin-
1, spin-2 magnon pairs cannot contribute to such spin
injection, thereby decreasing SSE signals. The ability to
selectively probe spin-1 magnetic excitations should dif-
ferentiate SSE measurements from thermal conductivity
measurements. This is because the latter measurements
simultaneously probe phonons as well as multiple mag-
netic excitations carrying spin-1 and spin-2 [64].
Comparison between experimental and theoretical re-
sults− We theoretically calculate spin currents injected
from a magnet (LiCuVO4) to a metal (Pt) and compare
them with S, because inverse spin-Hall voltages are pro-
portional to injected spin currents. For simplicity, we as-
sume that the spin dynamics of LiCuVO4 is described by
a spin-nematic TLL, ignoring the weak inter-chain inter-
actions. We also make the conventional assumption that
a weak exchange interaction Jsd exists at the interface
between the magnet and the metal. The normalized spin
current J˜s [3, 16, 68] is then given by (see Supplemental
Material)
J˜s =
1
T 2
∫
dω Imχ−+mag(ω, T )
ω2
1 + τ2sω
2
1
sinh2(ω/(2T ))
,(2)
up to the leading order of Jsd. Here, ω is the angular fre-
quency, T is the mean value of the two temperatures of
the magnet and the metal, and τs is the spin relaxation
time for the metal. The integral range is (−∞,∞). χ−+mag
denotes the dynamical spin susceptibility of the magnet,
and describes the dynamics of a single magnon (strictly
speaking, a paramagnon in a spin-nematic TLL). In for-
mula (2), the spin current is injected by single magnons
which have an energy gap due to magnon-pair forma-
tion. We have ignored the magnon-pair-driven spin cur-
rent considering its small magnitude [64]. Magnon-pair
formation is considered via the resulting energy gap in
χ−+mag whose low-energy form at finite temperatures was
determined within the framework of practical approxi-
mation.
In Fig. 3(b), we show the B dependences of calculated
J˜s and measured S at T = 4 K normalized by their max-
imum values. We set J1/J2 = −1 and J2 = 50 K in
the calculation and normalized B by the saturation field
Bs (see also the caption of Fig. 3). J˜s and S increase
linearly with B near zero magnetic field. This can be
attributed to the growth of the uniform ferromagnetic
moment and the angular momentum along B per sin-
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FIG. 3: (a) B dependences of the magnon-pair binding
energy Ebind and the calculated magnetic moment per site
m = 2〈Szj 〉 for a 1D frustrated spin chain with J1/J2 = −1
[see also Eq. (1)] [36]. The inset shows the B dependences
up to B/Bs = 1 with Bs being the saturation field. (b) B
dependence of the calculated spin current J˜s injected into a
metal by single magnons which have an energy gap equal to
the magnon-pair binding energy. The B dependence of S is
also shown as data points for comparison. B is normalized by
Bs = 93 T for J˜s, calculated with J1/J2 = −1 and J2 = 50 K
while by Bs ∼ 43 T for S [44, 59]. J˜s and S are respectively
normalized by their maximum values J˜s, max and Smax.
gle magnon [69]. Most importantly, J˜s starts to be sup-
pressed upon a further increase of B, and exhibits a broad
peak structure around |B| = 9 T, capturing the marked
feature of S observed experimentally. Since applying B
of this magnitude yields Ebind ∼ 3 K [see also Fig. 3(a)],
the B-induced suppression at T = 4 K can be ascribed
to a decrease in thermally excited single magnons that is
induced by magnon-pair formation. We stress that the
theoretical Bs is varied easily by changing J1 and J2 [32]
in the spin-nematic TLL state while the B-linearity of
Ebind is not [36]. Thus, the B dependence of J˜s little de-
pends on change of Bs. This indicates that a difference
between the theoretical Bs = 93 T and the experimental
Bs ∼ 43 T is not essential in reproducing the character-
istic B-dependence of S.
We note that for LiCuVO4, the 3D spin spiral correla-
tion likely coexists with the magnon-pair one above mag-
netic ordering temperatures ∼ 3 K [see also Fig. 1(c)].
Since B is applied parallel to the spiral axis along the c-
axis, the low-B SSE is similar to antiferromagnetic SSEs
in canted phases [12, 13]. In these previous cases, spin-
Seebeck coefficients exhibit positive sign along with the
same B dependences as those of M . These features are
expected to be embedded in our low-B SSE results. Inte-
grating such effects into the above calculation will yield a
more quantitative result while the B-induced suppression
of magnon-pair origin should carry over.
In Fig. 4, we compare the Tave dependences of S
for several B with our theoretical calculations, in which
finite-temperature effects on the single-magnon dynam-
ics are considered besides the magnon-pair binding en-
ergy. When B is below ∼ 5 T, S only saturates to-
ward low Tave as seen in Fig. 4(a). However, when B
is above ∼ 5 T, a broad peak structure emerges, and
its peak position gradually shifts from ∼ 5 K to ∼ 8
K while increasing B to 14 T. These temperature de-
pendences are also successfully captured by our calcula-
tion based on formula (2), as shown in Fig. 4(b). This
shows that the broad peaks stem from the competition
between a decrease in the single-magnon density due to
the magnon-pair formation and an increase in the single-
magnon lifetime at low temperatures. Additionally, the
agreement between Figs. 4(a) and (b) indicates that the
peak shift caused by increasing B could be attributed
to an increase in the angular momentum along B per
single magnon [69]: Such increased angular momentum
enhances SSE at high temperature where the B-induced
magnon-pair binding energy can be overcome by thermal
fluctuation; otherwise, SSE is decreased more greatly to-
ward low temperature via magnon-pair formation. This
can be responsible for the peak shift observed in Fig.
4(a). Overall, the agreement between the experimental
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5and theoretical results shows that the B and T depen-
dences of S can be well explained by magnon-pair forma-
tion. We also note that our results point to exchange of
spin-1 as the most relevant magnetic interaction at the
interface in SSE.
Summary− We observed the magnetic-field-induced
suppression of the SSE in a quasi-1D frustrated spin-
chain system LiCuVO4, an established model material
for the spin-nematic correlation. A broad peak struc-
ture was also found to appear in the temperature de-
pendence of the spin-Seebeck voltage, and to shift to-
ward high temperatures while increasing magnetic field.
These experimental results were well reproduced by a mi-
croscopic calculation of the interfacial spin current where
the magnon-pair binding energy and its resulting energy
gap of the single magnons are taken into consideration.
Our result indicates that SSE is a powerful tool for de-
tecting signatures of spin-nematic states and their trans-
port properties.
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